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Marcus is a well-mannered boy who showed good
levels of attention and perseverance throughout
the sessions I had with him. He was able to relay
his ideas in a fluent and coherent manner. My
sessions with him included spelling drills,
conversations based on selected topics, essay
writing (narrative and expositive) and reading
comprehension passages. We usually commenced
each session with conversational topics relating to
the reading comprehension passage. Marcus
enjoyed researching and reading on the topics
given as it enhances his general knowledge. At
times, we also covered study skill concepts as he
had challenges on time management, organisation
and note-taking.
However, he would come for my sessions
displaying some stress with school work and
expectations. He would get angry with himself if he
does not attain his own academic targets that he
has set for himself. Overtime, we had lots of
positive discussions on how we can manage
emotions in a much effective manner. Marcus
gradually improved in Secondary 4. He started to
answer questions pertaining to reading
comprehension passages he read independently
and most importantly with greater confidence.
Marcus started developing better spelling skills
and made lesser spelling errors in his writing tasks.
It is highly commendable that Marcus attained
good conversational skills within the period he was
with me.
We always had great discussions on a positive
learning and how one can achieve by being
positive. Marcus texted me when he was in the
school hall when he was about to receive his “O
level results”. We had funny moments of laughter
wondering how he had actually scored as he
mentioned he was having a “heart attack”. Marcus
did extremely well for his O levels by achieving 7
points. I remember Marcus texting me “I worked so
hard for this and it was really hard”. I am truly
proud of Marcus.
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